Rubika is a worldwide renowned school specialized in the fields of digital creation. Three departments host the students: Supinfocom-Rubika (Animation), Supinfogame-Rubika (video games) and ISD-Rubika (industrial design). Rubika’s academic curriculum anticipates the evolution of the professional world of the digital creation and proposes an educational model which offers a panel of courses and professional trainings that match the development of the digital creation field. These trainings ensure a top-level education: T-shaped students are able to adapt to the current world, and the specific and technical tools provided to students, along with the pedagogy centered on practice-based courses offer an experience on project management practices through teamwork.

Rubika encourages the internationalisations of its students, either through academic exchanges, or internships abroad. Rubika is based in Valenciennes, France, and has campuses also in Pune (India), and Montreal (Canada).

**MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY**
ISD-Rubika: design/3 options :
- Transport Design
- Product and Service Design
- 3D - Digital Design
Supinfocom-Rubika: 2D-3D animation/3 options:
- Animation
- Realization Preprod
- Images VFX
Supinfogame-Rubika: video games/3 options:
- Game Art
- Game Design
- Game Programming

**STRENGTHS**
Allying the artistic and technical requirements, Rubika built up a reputation in the universe of the training in the digital creation. Rubika kept intact his spirit of pioneer and his innovation and creation. Rubika benefits from a wide recognition of the professional world.

**LOCATION**
France: Valenciennes city, Northern Region Pas-de-Calais (+ campuses in Montréal and Pune)

**IDENTITY FORM**

◆ Precise name of the institution
RUBIKA

◆ Type of institution
Private Higher Education Institution

◆ City where the main campus is located
Valenciennes

◆ Number of students
750

◆ Percentage or number of international students
10%

◆ Type and level of qualifications awarded
Diploma equivalent to a Masters degree level, recognized by the French Ministry of Industry as level 1 of the RNCP (equivalent to a Level 7 in European Qualifications Framework).

◆ French language courses
Yes - Possibility of joining a course on introduction to French culture and French as a second language.

◆ Programs for international students
Yes - Summer programs (DESIGN, ANIMATION and VIDEOGAME) in July 2018 (fully in English). English track program (DESIGN, ANIMATION and VIDEOGAME)

◆ Programs in English
Yes - English track program (DESIGN, ANIMATION and VIDEOGAME) open in 2018-2019 for a 3-year graduate program.

◆ Registration fees/year
(for information only)
In 2017: Bachelor program (three years) : €8 000 per year Master program (two years) : €9 500 per year

◆ Postal address
Serre Numérique - 2 rue Pécle - 59300 Valenciennes - France

http://rubika-edu.com/ecole/presentation-de-rubika